


The MFA Fair

Art Market Productions presents the inaugural edition of The MFA Fair, launching this November 14-17 
at Downtown Manhattan’s Pier 36. Working in partnership with leading universities and an advisory 
committee of industry experts, The MFA Fair showcases exceptional work by recent MFA graduates. 
Presenting a survey of the most thought provoking contemporary art being created in universities and 
colleges today, The MFA Fair provides a platform for audiences to experience the work of the next 
generation of artists in a museum quality environment. The first edition of The MFA Fair will feature a 
robust program of expert talks and industry panels designed to introduce this graduating class to the 
market. Held during New York City’s fall contemporary art auctions, The MFA Fair will draw attention 
from leading curators, collectors, dealers, critics, and art enthusiasts from around the world.
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From Academia to Industry

Currently, many MFA programs invest significant dollars in public exhibitions 
for their graduating classes. Without coordination across national programs, 
the opportunity to expand art world visibility for participating students is 
relatively limited. Those bridging the gap between academia and industry 
would benefit from a highly visible event tailored to their specific requirements.
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The MFA Fair will be the link between academia and industry, helping students transition 
between the two with the fair’s unique combination of art world visibility and educational 

programming tailored to the particular needs of the MFA Graduate.

With the goal being real visibility for their students, universities can now maximize on the resources, 
capabilities, knowledge, and massive networks of art fair industry leaders.  Combining fifty top 

programs from around the world in one museum-quality environment creates a critical mass and a 
must-visit art world destination. AMP’s expansive industry network of over 100,000 art world 
insiders - including hundreds of top galleries from around the world - will lead to broad scale 

attendance and significant media attention, reaching curators, museum professionals,
artist residency programs, and top collectors alike. 



Why Participate? 

Students can expect serious exposure to an expansive, engaged 
audience of over 20,000 dealers, gallerists, curators, and collectors. 
Scheduled to coincide with NYC’s Contemporary Auction Week in 
mid-November, The MFA Fair will grant MFA students exposure to the 
most prominent figures in the art business.

Exhibiting students will have the opportunity to gain relevant insight through 
the MFA Fair’s extensive programming schedule of educational talks, 
presentations, and lectures featuring art world experts, all tailored to 
the specific needs of the MFA graduate.

The MFA Fair provides recent graduates with genuine experience in 
the leading market format for contemporary artists: the fine art fair.

The MFA Fair grants all exhibiting students access to the fair’s innovative 
online counterpart - The MFA Network. As a dynamic online catalog of 
artwork shown at The MFA Fair, students and faculty can use the network 
to interact with dealers, curators, and collectors.

The MFA Fair provides maximum industry exposure with budgets that 
work for the university. Existing spends on production and marketing will 
manifest significantly increased returns on investment - with 20,000 
attendees, extraordinary media visibility, expanded learning and networking 
student opportunities, and museum quality production values.

With nationwide exposure and advertising - directly highlighting and 
promoting all participating universities - The MFA Fair will be an optimal 
student recruitment opportunity.
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What to Expect 
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50 MFA Programs

With leading national and international MFA programs featuring curated 
presentations of student artwork

National Media Partners

Partnerships with leading publications including The Art Newspaper, ArtInfo, 
Artnet, Art in America, and The Wall Street Journal, ensure an engaged dialogue 
with art world journalists. Previous coverage of AMP art fairs include above the 
fold coverage in The New York Times and Artforum

20,000 Anticipated Attendees

Reaching curators, art dealers, museum professionals, journalists, artist 
residency programs, and top collectors alike

Convenient and Established Manhattan Location

As an established art world destination, Pier 36 hosts leading art fairs including 
Art on Paper and NADA New York

50 Cultural Partners

The MFA Fair will partner with nationally renowned public institutions and 
museums including The Metropolitan Museum of Art, MoMA, and The 
Guggenheim, broadening the fair’s reach to a tailored audience

Integrated Social Media Presence

The MFA Fair will activate a powerfully integrated network across Twitter, 
Facebook, and Instagram with promotion of exhibiting programs launching in 
advance of the fair



The Venue

The MFA Fair will take place on lower 
Manhattan’s Pier 36, a notable art world 
venue that plays host to prominent art fairs 
including Art on Paper and NADA New 
York. Easily accessible and known to draw 
considerable crowds, Pier 36 will be a 
carefully designed environment with 
lounges, integrated food and beverage 
centers, and ticketing areas designed to 
facilitate an easy visitor experience. 
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Staying Connected

The MFA Fair will grant all exhibiting students access 
to the fair’s innovative online counterpart, 
theMFAnetwork.com. As an ongoing, dynamic 
database of artwork shown at The MFA Fair, 
students can use the Network to interact with 
potential buyers, dealers, curators, critics, and art 
enthusiasts on a global level.

The MFA Network will be available to all participating 
Universities, granting exhibiting students 
complimentary enrollment for up to 12 months 
following the fair. Members will be able to upload 
biographical information and artwork images with 
descriptors. University alumni and faculty will also 
be given the opportunity to join the Network.

It is our goal, with time, to create an expanding site 
where the world can connect with University 
graduates and make lasting relationships.
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Who We Are
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Fair Director - James Salomon founded Salomon Contemporary, initially in East Hampton, then Chelsea, showcasing 
historical and contemporary exhibitions by regional and international artists. Salomon's curatorial projects have been 
presented throughout the United States.

Production - Art Market Productions is a comprehensive, fully-integrated event production company that specializes in 
delivering high-quality live experiences that connect brands, artists, and ideas with visitors in the most optimal settings 
and contexts. AMP has served as a platform to bring great ideas to life for a decade. Since its inception in 2007, AMP 
has helped realize a variety of world-class experiences in the visual arts, music, and popular culture. From the launch of 
the largest scale, public facing events to the most boutique, white glove experiences, the knowledgeable  in-house team 
and deep bench of partners is an adaptable and capable resource to activate your next real world opportunity. Our 
management team has a collective 300+ projects realized and can put that wealth of knowledge to use from the earliest 
stage of planning and concept development. Once a clear plan is in place, we seamlessly transition into producing and 
managing the project to completion.

Communications - Cultural Counsel, established by Adam Abdalla in 2015,  is a New York-based consultancy focused 
on communications, strategic partnerships, and the development of public programming in the worlds of contemporary 
art, design, and architecture.Through our valued relationships with artists, writers, curators, patrons, and creative 
professionals, we facilitate significant contributions to the cultural dialogue. Communications is at the core of Cultural 
Counsel, but our vision is to catalyze something greater. The firm’s understanding of these specialized fields, as well as 
the worlds of fashion, hospitality, and real-estate development, allows us to promote projects to the public with a refined 
sense of context, and to facilitate seamless collaborations among an international clientele. 

The MFA Fair Management Team is comprised of industry leaders with proven expertise in the 
development, production, and promotion of prominent Art Fairs around the world. 
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Where We Are



Who We Work With
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1stdibs
Artsy
AIG

Brooklyn Museum 
Cadillac

Contemporary Arts 
Museum Houston

David Zwirner
Delta Airlines 

Fine Arts Museums San Francisco 
Godiva

Gagosian
Gulfstream

Infiniti
J.P. Morgan
Ligne Roset

Lincoln Motor Cars
Olson Kundig

PACE
Parrish Art Museum
Peconic Land Trust

Perkins+Will
Perrier

Roche Bobois
Seattle Art Museum

Sotheby’s
Takashi Murakami

Teamlab
Tesla
UBER

Viacom
Vulcan

Wall Street Journal



Select Media Coverage
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New Art Fair is Designed to Draw Young Talent

The Wall Street Journal - March 4, 2019

New Art Fair to Showcase Work by MFA Graduates

Artforum - March 5, 2019

A New Art Fair Will Spotlight Work by Recent Art 
School Graduates

Artsy - March 5, 2019

Looking for the Next Big Art Star? A New Fair Will 
Bring Artists who are Fresh out of Art School to New 
York

Artnet - March 5, 2019

A New Art Fair Showing Only MFA Students Will Debut 
in NYC

The Observer - March 3, 2019

New Fair Featuring Graduate Student Artwork 
Announced for NY

San Francisco - March 5, 2019



Select Media Coverage
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For more information visit www.theMFAfair.com 
Or contact Fair Director - James Salomon
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Thank You


